TAPPING YOUR INNOVATIVE BRAIN
10 Ways To Cultivate the Inner Resources
of Your Subconscious Mind!
Is your subconscious mind recognizing innovative breakthroughs or keeping you from
discovering them? Your beliefs and self-talk determine how well you creatively problemsolve. By upgrading your expectations and training your brain to think “outside the box,”
you’ll discover advanced solutions that maximize time, energy, and impact. Tapping
Your Innovative Brain takes you through ten unique “brain-training”
experiences that can lead to groundbreaking ideas, improved performance, and
streamlined operations.
Takeaways
• Learn Top 3 Subconscious beliefs that crush innovative thinking.
• How to upgrade limiting beliefs and barriers that halt innovation and individual
contribution.
• How to foster an environment where everyone contributes, rather than a chosen
few.
• Ten “brain-training” experiences designed to stimulate everyday innovation.
• Implement a 30-Day Innovation Goal, so participants apply their strategies
following the program to reinforce accountability.
To remain competitive and profitable in a constantly evolving and fiercely competitive
marketplace, you need creative strategies for continuously improving your
product/service, marketing messages, and customer experiences! Tapping Your
Innovative Brain nurtures an environment where everyone contributes, collaborates, and
holds him or herself accountable for ensuring the success of your organization for years
to come!
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Tim Shurr (Sh er) is transforming the way people communicate with themselves and
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